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The Mahabharat [Quotes from the Mahabharat] Quote: 3.Salya, the younger daughter of King Drupada of Panchavati, who is the queen of the kingdom of Drona, speaks: “O king, I regard myself as a princess. Hence, I would like to share with you a piece of good advice. If the two armies continue to fight with each other, the famous Draupadi, the wife of
Pandu, may be captured by Drona. That will prove to be the end of the Panchalas. It will also lead to the destruction of the Pandavas. If the two armies fight and the Pandavas are defeated, the Pandavas will exile themselves as refugees to the forest. If Drona conquers the Pandavas, their homes and belongings will be seized.” 5.All the soldiers present,
except the king, who considers himself to be beyond any law, weep over the loss of their chief. Bhishma addresses Yudhishthira: “Friend, compassion for Draupadi is the order of the day. You should not allow the Panchalas to fight the Kauravas in battle today.” 9.Kripa, Kritavarma and Kritavarman, who are the daughters of Kripa, Kritavarman and his
brother, fight with the Yavanas. 12.Kripa, Kritavarma and Kritavarman are Kauravas, the commander and warriors of the Kaurava army. They fight the Pandavas from the rear. Kripa, Kritavarma and Kritavarman are Kauravas, the commander and warriors of the Kaurava army. They fight the Pandavas from the rear. 13.Kripa, Kritavarma and
Kritavarman fall by the side of the Pandavas and it is left for Arjuna to destroy the Kauravas. 14.Kripa, Kritavarma and Kritavarman rise from the ground where they have fallen and fight with the Pandavas. 15.In the time-honoured tradition of the Mahabharat, Yudhishthira places Arjuna's bow, Gandiva, on the
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